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Hello...
AS PART OF A RECENT TEAM-BUILDING
EXERCISE, WE ASKED OUR EMPLOYEES
TO DESCRIBE WILBURY STRATTON IN
THREE WELL-CHOSEN ADJECTIVES.
THE TWO WORDS THAT JOINTLY
TOPPED THE POLL WERE “CURIOUS”
AND “GENEROUS”.
So perhaps it’s no surprise that we’ve
decided to share some of our knowledge
with the wider market in the shape
of The Wilbury Whisper, our new
quarterly review.
In the following pages, you’ll find data,
opinion, commentary and analysis across
all of our key client sectors – that’s to say
financial services, legal, consumer goods
and technology.

retained clients. But given the depth
of our market engagement, there
are almost always generic findings
which it’s worth sharing with a wider
audience. Often these will be worked
up into a white paper and posted
on our website (check ‘em out), but
during these time-poor days, we reckon
it’s also useful to have something
pop into your inbox.

Of course, most of the detail of our
work is vouchsafed to Wilbury Stratton’s

So here’s that something. We hope
you like it.

Welcome to The Wilbury Whisper.

Wilbury Stratton is an
international competitive
intelligence and executive
search firm, with offices in
Brighton, London, New
York and Kuala Lumpur.
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feature article
The Rise and Rise of the Chief Growth Officer
NOBODY WOULD ARGUE THAT THE DIGITAL ECONOMY HASN’T GREATLY
SIMPLIFIED BOTH OUR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS LIVES. BUT IT’S PRECISELY
THIS NEXUS BETWEEN THE PRIVATE AND THE PROFESSIONAL THAT IS PROVIDING
COMPANIES WITH AN ONGOING CHALLENGE: IN A WORD, CONSUMERS ARE
BEHAVING DIFFERENTLY. AND THAT MEANS BUSINESSES CAN NO LONGER RELY
ON TRADITIONAL METHODS OF GROWTH.
Keeping sales and marketing
operating in separate silos just isn’t
working anymore. Digital needs to be
part of the equation too. Then there’s
the whole question of customer insights
and data analytics...
Enter the Chief Growth Officer.
Often mistaken for a trendily re-badged
CMO, the CGO typically has a far more
wide-ranging remit. In short, they’re
responsible for exploring every which
way that a business can expand. But
as with any newly fashionable job title,
the specifics are interpreted differently
across the market.
Having worked on a number of CGO
and related searches over the past few
months, Wilbury Stratton is able to shine
a light on the evolution of this new
corporate role.

When is a CGO not a CGO?
One of our most recent searches
involved identifying talent across
14 target companies. Of these,
eight (57 percent) had a CGO
or equivalent already in place.
But if these businesses embraced
the theory of the CGO, they didn’t
necessarily embrace the job title.
Some opted for the moniker Chief
Revenue Officer or even Head of
Revenue Development. We also came
across not one but two Chief Accelerator
Officers. We expect a growing uniformity
to assert itself over the next few years,

with one or other title – probably CGO
itself – becoming commonplace and the
others falling into disuse.

CGO-equivalent sat on the same level
as the CMO, with the two acting (not
necessarily harmoniously) as peers.

How does the CGO role
differ between companies?

What has been the general
reception of the CGO role
within the business?

Of course, one of the reasons
the de facto CGO may be known
by a plethora of titles is because
various job holders are each doing
slightly different roles. In a word,
some CGOs are more equal
than others.
The areas of responsibility that most
typically fall within the CGO remit
are sales, marketing, R&D, corporate
development, digital and even M&A.
Of the businesses studied in one of our
recent projects, we found that 21 percent
had all or almost all of these functions
within their mandate.
Other companies parcel out these
responsibilities among multiple
executives – although not the traditional
ones you might imagine. For instance,
one company we investigated had
created both a Chief Growth Officer
and a Chief Revenue & eCommerce
Officer, with the latter holding
responsibility for ecommerce and
the broader sales team.
Levels of influence also differ. Most
often the CMO either reports into the
CGO or is demonstrably less senior
in the business. However, we found
a couple of companies where the
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Unsurprisingly, our recent market
engagement demonstrates that
overall perception of the CGO
is based less upon business
theory and more upon the
performance of the in-post
individual (or individuals).
That is, sources in companies seeing
promising growth across multiple
channels generally provided the most
positive comments. By contrast, among
companies where the CGO incumbent
was doing less well, we encountered
more disparaging comments – not just
about the relevant individual but also
the overall theory underpinning the
CGO designation.
Significantly, it was the marketers
who were the least enthusiastic, and
most suspicious, of the CGO role. This
was especially the case in those firms
which retain a traditional CMO with
a continuing presence on the executive
committee. In such instances, sources
felt marketing’s influence was in danger
of being diluted or unreasonably
second-guessed. It is our opinion
that such suspicion is in most cases
unjustified, based as it seems to be upon

feature article
a misunderstanding of what a CGO
actually does. It is therefore incumbent
upon companies to correct such
perceptions.
Those sources that were more supportive
of the CGO role emphasised its potential
to create both disruption (in a good
sense) and greater convergence. Digital
leaders in particular supported this
view, seeing the role’s positioning as
an opportunity to create a different sort
of relationship with the decentralised
business units.

Is there an ultimate
organisational design for
the Growth function?
We have to some extent been
generalising. For every CMO
who resents the existence of the
CGO, there’s another who fully
understands and supports the role.
Similarly, we encountered CDOs who
see CGOs as something of an intrusion.

continued

The obvious question which emerges
is this: how do you model your company
in such a way as to ensure maximum
influence and effectiveness for all three
job holders?
Unfortunately, there does not yet seem
to be any prevailing model which answers
this question. We saw various reporting
lines and peer relationships and such a
multiplicity of arguments for and against
each that it’s almost impossible to speak
about industry best practice. Interestingly,
though, most sources were less concerned
about organisational design than clarity
of mandate. As long as each individual’s
remit is clearly delineated, we were told,
the corporate relationship will largely
take care of itself.
One of our sources described the CGO
as “the chief customer advocate”.
In a world where consumers are as
empowered as they’ve ever been, that
definition seems perfectly judged. But the
advance of technology is unstoppable,
so we can expect the consumer to become
more, not less, powerful over the coming
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years. That means the CGO is here
to stay. The challenge for every business
is to hire the right talent into the role
and set it up for optimum success.
A slightly expanded version of this
article appears in the June edition
of Recruiter magazine alongside
a rather serious-looking photo
of our head of research, Matt Pitt.

Interview
EACH QUARTER WE INTERVIEW A KEY CORPORATE DECISION-MAKER, GLEANING
THEIR VIEWS AND OPINIONS ON A RANGE OF MARKET ISSUES. FOR OUR INAUGURAL
EDITION, WE SPENT SOME TIME WITH JON RIDOUT, HEAD OF EXECUTIVE
RESOURCING AT BT. OUR CONVERSATION WENT SOMETHING LIKE THIS:
 i Jon. You’ve worked
H
across a number of sectors
during your career. Do
you feel the challenges
for heads of executive
resourcing are largely the
same in each industry?
 es, I do on the whole. I think
Y
there are different philosophies
about how to do the role so
depending on the approach,
the challenges are bound to
be slightly different. Ultimately
though, the premise is the same:
how do you identify, assess,
attract, on-board and retain the
best exec talent? Of course, the
other variable is the maturity
of the organisation and how
sophisticated business leaders
are as buyers of talent.
What do you mean by that?
 ell, my role always becomes
W
easier if I can work with hiring
managers and allow them to
see the risks involved in any
hiring procedure and the cost
of getting it wrong. Then you just
go about de-risking that process.
No-one’s definitively worked
out how to do that, but talent
acquisition is always evolving
and the best companies in any
industry are the ones who have
broken down the process and
know what the challenges and
opportunity costs are at each
step of the way.

 ow is technology and big
H
data changing the role of the
talent professional?
 echnology continues to disrupt
T
the entire industry from entry level
right up to exec. At the top level,
though, you need to be making
really informed hires so just
knowing someone’s name and
job title isn’t good enough. You
need insights on their personality
and working style. That network
knowledge is priceless. That’s
why we’re trialling some new
technology which is based around
referrals.


Before
you moved in house
you worked as an executive
search consultant. How has
this background informed
the way you go about your
current role?
I’ve been in house for a while
now, but I was probably late
to the in-house party, having
spent so long on the other side
of the fence. My philosophy
and approach is absolutely built
on my experiences as a search
consultant. When it’s done
well, there is so much value
in executive search.

Is that bespoke?

Define ‘done well’

I couldn’t comment, but what
I will say is we’ve identified the
need for more interesting data.
I know some places that are still
measuring time to hire and cost
per hire – that feels outdated,
especially when there is much
richer data available, whether you
source it via technology or more
traditional research methods.
And people should be wary of
neglecting those more traditional
approaches. Sometimes you
just need someone to pick up
a telephone and have a few
carefully managed conversations
with well-placed sources.

 hat’s easy enough. Executive
T
search should be a consulting
service. In my search days,
I’d encourage clients to come
to me not with a job spec, but
a problem. Then I’d go about
solving it. That means finding
not just candidates but gamechangers, people who are going
to transform a business and
make that ‘problem’ go away.
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Interview

continued

 ne of the most publicised
O
diversity issues facing
businesses today is the
gender pay gap. Is this
having an effect on the
way you hire?
 o, not really. BT publishes
N
its figures on this, and diversity
is very high on our agenda, so
it hasn’t changed our approach.
That said, we’re not complacent.
We continue to push a broad
range of initiatives, but we’re
also open to trying different
things if we can see they might
have a positive impact.
Which companies are doing
hiring best?
	Great question! A few names
stand out for specific reasons.
BlackRock is great at building
diversity into the process.
Microsoft is doing some
interesting HR analytics stuff.
And some of the newer tech
companies are also doing
interesting work. I guess it
depends on what you value
in the approach to hiring,

although I’m not sure anyone
has really nailed it at the exec
level. I’ve a strong belief that if
you bring in external talent, there
needs to be clear sky between
them and your existing talent
pool. With that in mind, having
a high bar for talent is a key
component in doing things well.
But you also need to consider
candidate experience. Investment
banks are renowned for having
12-plus interviews, but you need
to remember that the best people
have plenty of options so yes, you
want to test them properly, but
you don’t want to risk losing them.
That’s a tricky balancing act.

You’ve
been in your role
at BT for nearly four years –
what have been your biggest
successes during that time?
I’d go back to one of my
earlier points. You need to take
a business with you, breaking
down the hiring process and
getting everyone to see the risks
and opportunities at each step
of the way. I think we’ve done that
quite successfully at BT. The Exec
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Search team continues to grow,
so the business obviously sees
the value and differentiated
service we provide. That’s
something I’m very proud
of. I also like to think I’ve
helped people in their careers,
specifically in making that
transition from contingency
recruitment to search. Like
any business, we’ve had the
occasional person leave but
I’m still in touch with most
of them and it’s always good
to hear what they feel they
learned from me and how they’re
putting this into practice in their
new roles.

Ins & Outs
Key moves

READERS OF THE PEOPLE MOVES PAGES HAVE HAD
PLENTY TO KEEP THEM INTERESTED OVER THE LAST
THREE MONTHS. ALL SECTORS HAVE WITNESSED
SOME INTERESTING HIRING ACTIVITY BUT POSSIBLY
THE MOST EYE-CATCHING HEADLINES HAVE BEEN
CREATED BY LAW FIRMS.
The award for swoop of the quarter
surely goes to Addleshaw Goddard
which poached 10 lawyers from BCLP
to set up its new German office.
McCann Fitzgerald was also hiring
in numbers, making eight simultaneous
hires across London, Belgium, Ireland
and the US and, significantly, making
its first partner appointments outside
Dublin and London. Meanwhile, in Paris,
Simmons & Simmons raided Gowlings
for three corporate lawyers.
In financial services, the buyside was
rather busier than the sellside. Key
appointments included Bas NieuweWeme
who became new global chief executive
of Aegon Asset Management,
replacing the departing Sarah Russell;
Rob Gambi who jumped ship from
Henderson Global Investors to take up
the role of Global Head of Investments
at BNP Paribas AM; and Arnab Nilim
who moved from his New York-based
currency portfolio manager role at
AllianceBernstein to become Global
Head of FX at Goldman Sachs Asset
Management.

In tech news, ByteDance turned
a few heads when it hired former
Facebook and Yahoo senior executive
Blake Chandlee as Head of Strategic
Partnerships to help the international
roll-out of its TikTok app. Keen market
observers will also have noted that
up-and-coming luxury online retailer
Farfetch secured the services of Kshitij
Kumar as Chief Data Officer.
Surely, though, the most noteworthy
hire of the last few months was made
by John Lewis which appointed Sharon
White, formerly chief executive of Ofcom,
as its new chairman. Formerly part
of Tony Blair’s policy unit at Number
10, White also previously worked at
the World Bank and was the first black
person to become a permanent
secretary to the Treasury.

Notable recent banking moves include
Patrik Czornik moving from Goldman
Sachs to become Head of M&A Germany
at JP Morgan; Edward Sankey,
erstwhile Global Head of Syndicate
& Co-Head of European ECM at
Deutsche packing his bags for HSBC;
and Morgan Stanley’s Head of Financial
Institutions & Services ECM joining
Barclays as Co-Head of US ECM.
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Ins & Outs

continued

Tracking the markets

ALL YEAR ROUND, WILBURY STRATTON ANALYSES HIGH-PROFILE MOVES ACROSS
A VARIETY OF SECTORS. THE DATA WE GATHER ARE NOT LIMITED GEOGRAPHICALLY,
BUT MOST OF OUR INSIGHTS ARE FOCUSED ON MOVES ACROSS MAINLAND
EUROPE, THE UK AND THE US.
This quarter, just under 40 percent of all
the high-profile moves we identified were
in the financial services sector, followed
closely by those in legal. Approximately
15 and 10 percent of the movers were
associated with technology and FMCG
industries, respectively. Most reported
moves were within the same sector.

PERCENTAGE OF ALL HIGH-PROFILE MOVES IDENTIFIES
FINANCIAL SERVICES

39%

LEGAL

34%

TECHNOLOGY
FMCG

15%
12%

The moves analysed here were
skewed heavily towards male
professionals.
MALE 73.8%
FEMALE 26.2%

While most of high-profiles movers
identified were male, men dominated
to varying extents across different
industries. For example, almost 90
percent of the reported senior level
hires in the technology sector were
men. Meanwhile, approximately 20
and 33 percent of reported senior
level hires across financial services
and FMCG, respectively, were women.

MALE
FEMALE

PERCENTAGE OF MEN AND WOMEN
100
75
50
25
0
FINANCIAL
SERVICES
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LEGAL

TECHNOLOGY

FMCG

Ins & Outs
Tracking the markets

continued

continued

While reported hires in the legal
sector seem the most gender balanced
(37 and 63 percent female and male
hires, respectively), we noted a further
discrepancy in gender balance when
analysing the standing of the hires.
Closer scrutiny suggests that men
were more likely to be hired as step-up
candidates. In fact, our data show that
while 37.5 percent of lateral hires were
women, 70 percent of all step-ups
were men.
MALE

PERCENTAGE OF MEN & WOMEN AMONG HIRES

LATERAL HIRES

STEP-UP HIRES

FEMAIL

In house
At Wilbury Stratton, we broadly divide our projects into executive search work and insights-based projects – for example, perception
analysis, location analysis, competitor intelligence or talent benchmarking. As such, we’re viewed by our clients as partners who
deliver not only talent solutions, but actionable intelligence that drives key executive decisions.
This quarter, our work schedule has broken down like this:

30.5%

PROJECT TYPE (69.5)
C
 OMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
RESEARCH PROJECTS OF WHICH:

E
 XECUTIVE SEARCH PROJECTS
LEGAL 2.1%

LEGAL 15.4%

FINANCIAL SERVICES 8.1%

FINANCIAL SERVICES 15.4%

LEISURE 4.0%

LEISURE 15.4%

FMCG 2.1%

TECHNOLOGY 7.9%

MEDIA &
TELECOMMUNICATION 8.1%

R ESEARCH & CONSULTANCY 15.4%

AGRICULTURE 6.1%
69.5%
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In short
Meet a Strattonite...

KATIE PTASINSKA

Research Associate

Why did you join Wilbury

Stratton?
	After dedicating four career
years to the life cycle of yeast,
I felt I needed to apply my
research and analysis skills
to something a bit more
tangible. The idea of projects
lasting six weeks as opposed
to six years was also very
appealing.
What do you actually do?
	I read – a lot – and build up
my understanding of how
different companies in various
markets operate. I focus on
the challenges they’re facing
and who the big names and
disruptors in the field are.
Then I apply that knowledge
to develop implementable
hiring solutions for our clients.

What do you most enjoy
about your job?
	Learning about fields and
industries that I would normally
never approach. Just today,
I’ve been working on projects
in betting & gambling, financial
services and the legal sector.
Do anything interesting

outside
work?
	I write – sometimes comedy,
sometimes dark and creepy
stuff. Although I might be
playing fast and loose with
the word ‘interesting’ here.
What are you reading
 the moment?
at
	I’m making my way through
Terry Pratchett’s Discworld.

3 random things we found out this quarter:

23

%

Only 23 percent
of project finance
lawyers in Singapore
are female.

£500,000
TO £6
MILLION
Depending on sector,
top-level salaries for
GCs in financial
services companies
can range anywhere
from £500,000
to £6 million.

	Rachel Bloom – Google her.
She’s a gift to humanity.
What makes you angry?
Slow computers and bad internet.
And finally...cats or dogs?
Guinea pigs, I’m a maverick.

Wilbury Stratton works

4

Software developers
in the UK receive on
average four headhunt
calls every day.
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What makes you laugh?

alongside the biggest names
in your industry to provide worldclass research and enable informed
executive-level decision making.
Every day, we speak with people
who are redefining their sectors.
This puts us at the forefront of market
innovation. We know who’s thinking
the big ideas and how and where the
best work gets done. That’s why over
a third of the FTSE 100 rely on our
research, strategic advice and talent
intelligence services.

See you next quarter!

